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IN SEARCH OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF THEISM
Philip L. Quinn

This paper is a critical and exploratory discussion of Plantinga's claim that certain
propositions which self-evidently entail the existence of God could be properly basic. In
the critical section, I argue that Plantinga fails to show that the modem foundationalist's
criterion for proper basicality, according to which such propositions could not be properly
basic, is self-referentially incoherent or otherwise defective. In the exploratory section,
I try to build a case for the view that, even if such propositions could be properly basic,
they would seldom, if ever, be properly basic for intellectually sophisticated adult theists
in our culture.

Foundationalism comes in two vanetIes. Descriptive foundationalism is a
thesis about the structure of a body of beliefs, and normative foundationalism
is a thesis about the structure of epistemic justification for a body of beliefs.
Both varieties partition a body of beliefs into two subclasses, a foundational
class and a founded class. For descriptive foundationalism, the foundational class
is the class of basic beliefs. A belief is basic for a person at a time provided it
is accepted by that person at that time but is not accepted by that person at that
time on the basis of any of his or her other beliefs at that time. For normative
foundationalism, the foundational class is the class of properly basic beliefs. A
belief is properly basic for a person at a time just in case it is basic for the person
at the time and its being basic for the person at the time is contrary to no correct
canon of epistemic propriety and results from no epistemic deficiency on his or
her part at that time. For descriptive foundationalism, the founded class is the
class of beliefs based on basic beliefs, and, for normative foundationalism, the
founded class is the class of beliefs properly based on properly basic beliefs.
It surely is possible that, for some human persons at some times, certain
propositions which self-evidently entail that God exists are basic. But is it also
possible that, for some human persons at some times, certain propositions which
self-evidently entail that God exists are properly basic? In other words, could
such propositions be, or at least be among, the normative foundations of theism,
at least for some people at some times? The answers to these question depend,
of course, on what the correct criteria for proper basicality tum out to be.
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Recently Alvin Plantinga has been arguing that it is in order for a religious
epistemologist to return affirmative answers to these questions.' There are two
prongs to Plantinga's argument. The first is destructive: it is an attempt to show
that certain criteria for proper basicality, according to which propositions which
self-evidently entail the existence of God could not be properly basic, are seriously
defective and must be rejected. The second is constructive: it is an attempt to
elaborate a procedure for justifying criteria for proper basicality which will allow
that some propositions self-evidently entailing that God exists could tum out to
be properly basic.
This paper has two aims. The first is to criticize Plantinga's argument. In the
first section of the paper, I argue for two claims: (1) that Plantinga has failed
to show that the criteria for proper basicality he proposes to reject are in any
way defective; and (2) that Plantinga's procedure for justifying criteria for proper
basicality provides no better reason for adopting criteria according to which some
propositions which self-evidently entail the existence of God can be properly
basic than for adopting a criterion according to which no such propositions can
be properly basic. The paper's second aim is exploratory. Although Plantinga's
argument is unsuccessful, it may nevertheless be true that some propositions
which self-evidently entail that God exists could be properly basic. And so, in
the second section of the paper, I go on to argue, on the hypothesis that this is
true, for two additional claims: (1) that actually being properly basic would be
a relatively unimportant feature of such propositions because they would be at
least as well justified if properly based on other properly basic propositions and
could always be so based; and (2) that such propositions would seldom, if ever,
be properly basic for intellectually sophisticated adult theists in our culture.

Critique of Plantinga
The criteria for proper basicality Plantinga proposes to reject are those of
classical foundationalism. Classical foundationalism is the disjunction of ancient
or medieval foundationalism and modem foundationalism. The criterion for
proper basicaIity of ancient or medieval foundationalism is the triply universal
claim:
(1) For any proposition p, person S and time t, p is properly basic for
S at t if and only if p is self-evident to S at t or is evident to the senses
of S at t.

And the criterion for proper basicality of modem foundationalism is this triply
universal claim:
(2) For any proposition p, person S and time t, p is properly basic for
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S at t if and only if p is incorrigible for S at t or is self-evident to S at t.
Although Plantinga thinks the propositions expressed by both (I) and (2) should
be rejected on grounds of self-referential incoherence, he actually discusses only
the latter proposition at any length. However, it is clear that if his argument for
self-referential incoherence succeeds against the proposition expressed by (2), a
similar argument will, mutatis mutandis, work equally well against the proposition
expressed by (1). But what exactly is the argument? And how much does it
really prove?
Consider the proposition expressed by (2). What place does it have in the
modem foundationalist's own structure of epistemic justification? Is it in the
foundational class? Does the modem foundationalist suppose that it is ever
properly basic for anyone? If he or she does, then he or she must hold that for
someone at some time it is either incorrigible or self-evident. Plantinga believes
it to be "neither self-evident nor incorrigible."2 I agree. I think the proposition
expressed by (2) is never incorrigible for or self-evident to me. Are Plantinga
and I idiosyncratic in this respect? Could the modem foundationalist claim with
any plausibility that we are just plain mistaken on this point? I think the answer
to these questions has to be negative. It seems to me perfectly clear that the
proposition expressed by (2) is never incorrigible for or self-evident to anyone.
Hence, no one, not even a modem foundationalist, is entitled to suppose that
the proposition expressed by (2) is ever properly basic for anyone.
Does this suffice to show that modem foundationalism is self-referentially
incoherent? Obviously it does not. What would be self-referentially incoherent
would be to affirm the proposition expressed by (2), to assert that it is itself
never incorrigible for or self-evident to anyone, and also to claim that it is itself
properly basic fot someone at some time. But this leaves the modem foundationalist with the option of continuing to affirm the proposition expressed by
(2) while conceding that it is itself never properly basic for anyone. For all that
has been said so far, the proposition expressed by (2), though never properly
basic for anyone, is for some people at some times properly based on propositions
which, by its own lights, are properly basic for those people at those times. In
discussion, Plantinga has claimed that no modem foundationalist has ever given
a good argument for the view that the proposition expressed by (2) is, for some
people at some times, properly based on propositions which, by its own lights,
are properly basic for them then. Maybe this is so. But, even if it is, this does
not show that modem foundationalism is self-referentially incoherent. All it
shows is that the modem foundationalist has so far not completed the task of
justifying the proposition expressed by (2) in the only way that remains open to
him or her, namely, by showing how it can, for some people at some times, be
properly based on propositions which are, by its own lights, properly basic for
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them at those times. Can this be done, and, if so, how? More generally, how
could any criterion for proper basicality be justified?
Plantinga offers us an explicit answer to the more general question. He says:
... the proper way to arrive at such a criterion is, broadly speaking,
inductive. We must assemble examples of beliefs and conditions such
that the former are obviously properly basic in the latter, and examples
of beliefs and conditions such that the former are obviously not properly
basic in the latter. We must them frame hypotheses as to the necessary
and sufficient conditions of proper basicality and test these hypotheses
by reference to those examples. 3
As I understand the proposed procedure, it requires that we do two things. First,
we are to assemble the data upon which the induction will be based. A datum
may be represented as an ordered pair whose first member is a belief and whose
second member is a condition. Positive data are data such that the beliefs that
are their first members are obviously properly basic in the conditions that are
their second members; negative data are data such that the beliefs that are their
first members are obviously not properly basic in the conditions that are their
second members. Call the set of data, presumably finite, so assembled 'the initial
set.' Second, we are to frame hypotheses stating necessary and sufficient conditions for proper basicality and test them against the data in the initial set. An
hypothesis will pass the test posed by the data in the initial set if and only if all
of the positive data in the initial set and none of the negative data in that set
satisfy its necessary and sufficient conditions for proper basicality. So far, so
good.
However, two questions about this procedure quickly arise. First, how do we
know that there will be any hypothesis at all stating non-trivial necessary and
sufficient conditions for proper basicality which will pass the test posed by the
data in the initial set? Maybe the initial set will itself be inconsistent or in some
other way subtly incoherent. So perhaps we should be allowed to throw data out
of the initial set should we discover that it is in some fashion incoherent. But,
second, how do we know that there will be only one hypothesis stating non-trivial
necessary and sufficient conditions for proper basicality which will pass the test
posed by the data in the initial set? If the initial set is finite and our hypotheses
are universally quantified, as the classical foundationalist's criteria are, then the
data in the initial set will underdetermine the truth of hypotheses. In that case,
there may very well be several interesting hypotheses which all pass the test
posed by the data in the initial set and yet disagree radically about the proper
basicality of examples outside the initial set. So perhaps we should also be
allowed to add data to the initial set if this will help us to eliminate at least some
of those hypotheses that have passed the test posed by the data in the initial set.
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These considerations make one thing very clear. Plantinga has so far given us
only the rough outlines of the first stage of a broadly inductive procedure for
arriving at a uniquely justified criterion of proper basicality. Many more details
would need to be filled in before we could have any rational assurance that
correct application of the procedure would yield exactly one hypothesis about
conditions necessary and sufficient for proper basicality that are inductively best
supported by, or most firmly based upon, the data in the initial set or in some
suitable revision of the initial set.
But, rough though it be, Plantinga's sketch of the first stage of a procedure
for justifying criteria of proper basicality is nonetheless well enough developed
to permit us to see that it confronts at the outset at least one important difficulty.
This is because, as Plantinga himself acknowledges, there is no reason to assume
in advance that everyone will agree on what is to go into the initial set. Plantinga
says:
The Christian will of course suppose that belief in God is entirely proper
and rational; if he doesn't accept this belief on the basis of other propositions, he will conclude that it is basic for him and quite properly so.
Followers of Bertrand Russell and Madelyn Murray O'Hare (sic!) may
disagree, but how is that relevant? Must my criteria, or those of the
Christian community, conform to their examples? Surely not. The Christian community is responsible to its set of examples, not to theirs. 4
The difficulty is, of course, that this is a game any number can play. Followers
of Muhammed, followers of Buddha, and even followers of the Reverend Moon
can join in the fun. Even the modern foundationalist can play. When a modern
foundationalist, under optimal conditions for visual perception, seems to see a
green beachball in front of her, she can claim that one thing which is obviously
properly basic for her then is this:
(3) I am being appeared to greenly.
And one thing which is obviously not properly basic for her then, she can say,
is this:
(4) I am seeing a green beachball.
After all, as she sees it, the proposition expressed by the latter sentence is for
her then properly based, at least in part, on the proposition expressed by the
former. And she can then mimic Plantinga's own argument in this fashion:
"Followers of G. E. Moore and Alvin Plantinga may disagree, but how is that
relevant? Must my criteria, or those of the community of modern foundationalists,
conform to their examples? Surely not. The community of modern foundationalists is responsible to its set of examples, not to theirs." It would seem
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that what is sauce for Russell's goose should also be sauce for Plantinga's gander.
Tum about is, in this case, fair play.
Ad hominem arguments to one side, the problem is that fidelity to the data in
an initial set constructed from intuitions about what is obvious is a very weak
constraint on the justification of a criterion for proper basicality. The modem
foundationalist can easily choose the data in his or her initial set so that his or
her criterion for proper basicality passes the test they pose by making sure (1)
that only beliefs that nearly everyone would admit are, in the associated conditions, incorrigible or self-evident are the first members of positive data, and (2)
that all beliefs that nearly everyone would, in the associated conditions, not
consider incorrigible or self-evident are either the first members of negative data
or outside the initial set altogether. How is this to be accomplished?
Suppose a modem foundationalist is contemplating believing that she is being
appeared to redly in conditions optimal for visual experience in which she is
being appeared to redly. Surely she can plausibly say that it is self-evident to
her that that belief would be properly basic for her in those conditions, and
clearly she can also reasonably claim that it is self-evident to her that that belief
would be self-evident to her in those conditions. Now suppose the same modem
foundationalist is contemplating believing that Jove is expressing disapproval in
conditions optimal for auditory experience in which she is being appeared to
thunderously. Surely she can plausibly say that it is self-evident to her that that
belief would not be properly basic for her in those conditions, and clearly she
can also reasonably claim that it is self-evident to her that that belief would be
neither incorrigible for nor self-evident to her in those conditions. After having
assembled a rich initial set of positive and negative data by ringing the changes
on these two thought experiments, the modem foundationalist is then in a position
to claim, and properly so, that his or her criterion, though not itself properly
basic, is properly based, in accord with what Plantinga has told us about proper
procedures for justifying criteria for proper basicality, on beliefs that are properly
basic by its own lights.
It is important to understand that the data I am supposing the modem foundationalist might use to justify his or her criterion of proper basicality derive from
thought experiments about hypothetical situations. My claim is not that when,
for instance, a person in fact believes that Jove is expressing disapproval in
conditions optimal for auditory experience in which she is being appeared to
thunderously, it will then in fact be self-evident to her that that belief is not
properly basic for her in those conditions. After all, she may not even wonder
whether that belief is properly basic for her in those conditions when she happens
to have the belief in the conditions. Rather my claim is that when a modem
foundationalist contemplates the hypothetical situation of believing that Jove is
expressing disapproval in conditions optimal for auditory experience in which
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she is being appeared to thunderously, then she can with plausibility maintain
that it is self-evident to her that that belief would not in those conditions be
properly basic for her. Because I hold that our intuitions about such hypothetical
situations often provide the ultimate and decisive test of philosophical generalizations, I think the role of such beliefs about hypothetical situations in confirming
or disconfirming philosophical generalizations is best explained on the supposition
that they can be, in the right circumstances, self-evident.
In discussion, Plantinga has objected to this line of argument. If I understand
his objection, it goes as follows. To say that a belief is properly basic in a set
of circumstances is to say, among other things, that in those circumstances a
person could accept the belief without displaying some kind of noetic defect.
But what constitutes a noetic defect depends upon what constitutes the proper
working of one's noetic equipment. So a proposition to the effect that a certain
person on a certain occasion is displaying no such defect cannot possibly be
self-evident because it cannot be self-evident to one that all one's noetic equipment
is in proper working order. Hence, a proposition to the effect that a certain belief
is properly basic on a certain occasion cannot possibly be self-evident either.
I concede, of course, that it is not usually self-evident to one that all one's
noetic equipment is in proper working order. But if Plantinga's objection is to
have any force against my argument, it must apply to the particular hypothetical
case I have described above. I believe it does not. Our modem foundationalist
is supposed to be contemplating believing that she is being appeared to redly in
conditions optimal for visual experience in which she is being appeared to redly.
It seems quite clear to me that it could be self-evident to her that she would
display no noetic defect in accepting that belief in those conditions. To be sure,
her noetic equipment might then have some defects of which she was unaware.
She might then, for example, not be able to recognize the taste of ordinary table
salt. But that is irrelevant provided she would display none of these defects in
accepting the belief that she is being appeared to redly in the specified circumstances. For all that is required is that it could be self-evident to her that
she would display no such defect in accepting that belief in those circumstances.
Because I believe this requirement can be met, I conclude that Plantinga's
objection fails. In short, it can be self-evident to one that one is displaying no
noetic defect in accepting a certain belief on a certain occasion without it also
being self-evident to one then that all one's noetic equipment is in proper working
order.
I do not expect that this reply will bring Plantinga's objections to an end. I
suspect Plantinga will continue to think the modem foundationalist has made
some mistake if he or she proceeds in this fashion to justify his or her criterion
for proper basicality. But it is not obvious that this is so; nor is it obvious what
precisely the mistake might be. After all, one of the rules of the game specifies
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that the community of modem foundationalists is pennitted to be responsible to
its set of examples. Hence, absent a good argument by Plantinga which establishes
that a mistake must occur in such a procedure, I think we are entitled to hold
that Plantinga's own procedure for justifying criteria for proper basicality provides
no better reason for adopting criteria according to which some propositions which
self-evidently entail the existence of God can be properly basic than for adopting
a criterion, namely, the one proposed by the modem foundationalist, according
to which no such propositions can properly basic.
Of course, nothing I have said rules out the possibility that Plantinga could
use the inductive procedure he advocates to justify a criterion of proper basicality
according to which some propositions which self-evidently entail that God exists
can be properly basic. Indeed, if, as his talk about being responsible to the
examples of the Christian community suggests, he would take some such propositions to be the first members of positive data in his initial set and thereafter
not delete all such positive data in revising his initial set, it is pretty obvious
that Plantinga can succeed in this task, though success at so cheap a price may
be thought by some to come uncomfortably close to question-begging. But if
Plantinga does succeed in perfom1ing this exercise, then I think the conclusion
we should draw is that his fight with classical foundationalism has resulted in a
stand-off.
What If Belief In God Could Be Properly Basic?
If my critique of Plantinga has been successful, I have shown that he fails to

prove that belief in propositions which self-evidently entail God's existence could
ever be properly basic for anyone. But it might be true that belief in such
propositions could be properly basic, even if Plantinga has not proved it. And
if it were, what would be the consequences for religious epistemology? I now
tum to an exploration of this issue.
Plantinga's examples of beliefs which could be properly basic in the right
conditions include the following items:
(5) God is speaking to me.
(6) God disapproves of what I have done.
and
(7) God forgives me for what I have done.
And according to Plantinga, the right conditions include a component which is,
broadly speaking, experiential. He says:
Upon reading the Bible, one may be impressed with a deep sense that
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God is speaking to him. Upon having done what I know is cheap, or
wrong, or wicked I may feel guilty in God's sight and form the belief
God disapproves of what I've done. Upon confession and repentance,
I may feel forgiven, forming the belief God forgives me for what I've
done. 5
It strikes me that part of what makes the suggestion that beliefs like those
expressed by (5)-(7) could be properly basic in conditions like those partially
described in the quoted passage seem attractive is an analogy with an extremely
plausible view about how certain Moorean commonsense beliefs are often justified. When I have the experience of seeming to see a hand in front of me in
the right conditions, I may be justified in believing

(8) I see a hand in front of me.
This justification may be direct in the sense of being grounded directly in the
experience itself without passing through the intermediary of a belief about the
way I am being appeared to such as
(9) It seems to me that I see a hand in front of me.
For I may not in the circumstances have entertained, much less accepted, the
proposition expressed by (9), but, on the view under consideration, my justification for believing the proposition expressed by (8) is in no way defective on that
account. Hence, the proposition expressed by (8) may be basic, and quite properly
so, in the right conditions. And if this is, as I believe it to be, an attractive view
about how believing the proposition expressed by (8) can be, and sometimes is,
justified, then there is an argument from analogy for supposing that propositions
like those expressed by (5)-(7) may also be properly basic in conditions which
include an experiential component of the right sort for grounding such beliefs.
To be sure, there are significant disanalogies. The direct justification of the belief
expressed by (8) is grounded in a mode of sensory experience which is now
generally believed by non-skeptical epistemologists to be reliable in the right
conditions. By contrast, the direct justification of the beliefs expressed by (5)-(7)
is grounded in a mode of experience which, though it may be reliable in the
right conditions, is not now generally believed by non-skeptical epistemologists
to be so. But, although such considerations might be taken to show that the
analogical argument is not very strong, it does not deprive the positive analogy
of heuristic and explanatory capabilities. I am going to make use of these
capabilities in the remainder of the discussion.
When I have the experience of seeming to see a hand in front of me in the
right conditions, though the proposition expressed by (8) could then be properly
basic for me, it could instead be the case that the proposition expressed by (9)
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is then properly basic for me and the proposition expressed by (8) is then properly
based, at least in part, on the proposition expressed by (9). For when I have that
experience in those conditions, I might well be attending mainly to the qualitative
aspects of my visual experience with the result that the proposition expressed
by (9) is then basic for me. If this happens, the proposition expressed by (9)
would clearly be properly basic for me. I might well also then base the proposition
expressed by (8) in part on the proposition expressed by (9). And, if this too
happens, then the proposition expressed by (8) would be properly based, in part,
on the proposition expressed by (9) because the latter proposition does nothing
more than serve to articulate that part of the content of my visual experience
which is relevant to justifying the former. If the proposition expressed by (8)
were indirectly justified by being properly based on the proposition expressed
by (9), it would be no less well justified than if it were directly justified by
being directly grounded in visual experience. Since, by hypothesis, my visual
experience in those conditions suffices to confer a certain degree of justification
on the proposition expressed by (8), the amount of justification that reaches the
proposition expressed by (8) from that experience will not be less in those
conditions if it passes by way of the proposition expressed by (9) than if it is
transmitted directly without intermediary.. But neither would its justification be
any better if indirect in this way. Moreover, it could happen that at a certain
time the proposition expressed by (8) is properly basic for me and at a later time
it is no longer properly basic, though still justified, for me because in the interval
it has come to be properly based on the proposition expressed by (9). For in the
interval I might, for example, have come to wonder whether I was justified in
believing the proposition expressed by (8) and as a result come to believe the
proposition expressed by (9) and to base properly on this belief my belief in the
proposition expressed by (8). And if such a process did occur, I think the degree
to which the proposition expressed by (8) was justified for me would, other
things remaining unaltered, stay constant through it.
By analogy, similar things seem true of the examples that are Plantinga's
prime candidates for religious beliefs which could be properly basic. When I
am impressed with a deep sense that God is speaking to me, if the proposition
expressed by (5) could then be properly basic for me, then it could instead be
the case that some other proposition is among those then properly basic for me
and the proposition expressed by (5) is then properly based in part on it. Such
a proposition is:
(10) It seems to me that God is speaking to me.
If the proposition expressed by (5) were indirectly justified for me by being

properly based on the proposition expressed by (10), its justification would be
no better, and no worse, than if it were properly basic and directly justified for
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me by being directly grounded in my experiential sense that God is speaking to
me, other things remaining the same. And it could happen that in the course of
time the proposition expressed by (5) changes from being properly basic for me
to being properly based in part for me on the proposition expressed by (10)
without gain or loss of degree of justification.
So, oddly enough, if certain propositions which self-evidently entail the existence of God can be properly basic for a person at a time, it is epistemically
unimportant whether such propositions actually are properly basic for that person
at that time. Without loss of degree of justification, such theistic propositions
can just as well be properly based, at least in part, on others which are descriptive
of the person's experience at the time and are then properly basic for the person.
Although such theistic propositions would not need to be based on the evidence
of other propositions, they always could be so based. So the cautious philosopher
who did so base them would be every bit as justified in believing in the existence
of God as the reckless mystic who did not.
There is another salient feature of directly justified Moorean beliefs like the
one expressed by (8) which would have an analogue in the case of religious
beliefs like those expressed by (5)-(7) if they could be properly basic in the right
conditions. This is that the kind of justification conferred on such Moorean
beliefs by direct grounding in experience of the right sort is defeasible. So, for
example, a potential defeater for the proposition expressed by (8) is this:
(II) I am now hallucinating a hand.
If propositions such as (8) are taken to be properly basic in the right conditions,

then a full specification of those conditions must include reference to the status
of potential defeaters such as (11). What would it be reasonable to say about
potential defeaters when specifying in fuller detail the right conditions for proper
basicality of the proposition expressed by (8)? Several possibilities come to mind.
It might be suggested that conditions are right for the proposition expressed
by (8) to be properly basic for me only if none of its potential defeaters is true.
This suggestion clearly misses the mark. When I have the experience of seeming
to see a hand in front of me, it may be that the proposition expressed by (8) is
true and the proposition expressed by (11) is false, and yet I am justified in
rejecting the former and accepting the latter because, for instance, I remember
taking a large dose of some hallucinogen only an hour ago and hallucinating
wildly in the interval. Merely to insist that potential defeaters be false in order
for conditions to be right for proper basicality is to require much too little.
Alternatively, it might be suggested that conditions are right for the proposition
expressed by (8) to be properly basic for me only if each of its potential defeaters
is such that I have some reason to think it is false. Clearly this suggestion errs
in the direction of demanding too much. I have never exhaustively enumerated
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the potential defeaters of the proposition expressed by (8), and I am inclined to
doubt that I would ever complete such a task if I began it. I have certainly never
mobilized or acquired a reason against each of them. No one I know has ever
tried to do such a thing in defense of all of his or her Moorean commonsense
beliefs. So if such beliefs frequently are properly basic in virtue of being directly
grounded in sensory experience, as I think they are, conditions are often right
for proper basicality without such an elaborate structure of reasons for the falsity
of potential defeaters having been mobilized.
It does, however, seem initially plausible to suppose that conditions are right
for the proposition expressed by (8) to be properly basic for me only if I have
no sufficiently substantial reasons to think that any of its potential defeaters is
true and this is not due to epistemic negligence on my part. Two features of this
claim require a bit of explanation. First, if the only reason I have to think that
some potential defeater of the proposition expressed by (8) is true is, for instance,
that I remember once, long ago, having mistaken a tree's branches for a hand,
then that will not usually suffice to undermine the prima facie justification the
proposition expressed by (8) has in the right experiential conditions to such an
extent that that proposition is not properly basic. More generally, since prima
facie justification comes in degrees, although any good reason one has for
thinking one of a proposition's potential defeaters is true will undermine that
proposition's prima facie justification to some degree, slight reasons will usually
not singly undermine it to the extent that it is no longer prima facie justified.
Instead, it will usually remain prima facie justified in the presence of one or a
few such reasons but to a lesser degree than it would be in their absence. It takes
a sufficiently substantial reason for thinking one of its potential defeaters is true
to rob a proposition of proper basicality in conditions in which it would otherwise
be properly basic. 6 Second, if I happen to lack sufficiently substantial reasons
to think that any potential defeater of the proposition expressed by (8) is true
merely because, for example, I have negligently failed to recall that I ingested
some hallucinogenic substance only an hour ago and have been hallucinating
wildly in the interval, then clearly conditions are not right for the proposition
expressed by (8) to be properly basic for me, even though it may in fact be basic
for me. More generally, a proposition is not prima facie justified if one negligently
ignores good reasons for thinking one of its potential defeaters is true which
would be sufficiently substantial to undermine the proposition's prima facie
justification to such an extent that it would not be prima facie justified. Such
epistemic negligence would constitute an epistemic deficiency.
By analogy, it also seems initially plausible to say that conditions are right
for the propositions expressed by (5)-(7) to be properly basic for me only if I
have no sufficiently substantial reasons to think that any of their potential defeaters
is true and this is not due to epistemic negligence on my part. But there is the
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rub. A potential defeater of the propositions expressed by (5)-(7) is this:
(12) God does not exist.
And, unfortunately, I do have very substantial reasons for thinking that the
proposition expressed by (12) is true. My reasons derive mainly from one of the
traditional problems of evil. What I know, partly from experience and partly
from testimony, about the amount and variety of non-moral evil in the universe
confirms highly for me the proposition expressed by (12). Of course, this is not
indefeasible confirmation of the proposition expressed by (12). It could be
defeated by other things I do not know. Perhaps it is not even undefeated
confirmation. Maybe it even is defeated by other things I do know. Nevertheless,
it does furnish me with a very substantial reason for thinking that the proposition
expressed by (12) is true. Moreover, I dare say that many, perhaps most, intellectually sophisticated adults in our culture are in an epistemic predicament
similar to mine. As I see it, an intellectually sophisticated adult in our culture
would have to be epistemically negligent not to have very substantial reasons
for thinking that what (12) expresses is true. After all, non-trivial atheological
reasons, ranging from various problems of evil to naturalistic theories according
to which theistic belief is illusory or merely projective, are a pervasive, if not
obtrusive, component of the rational portion of our cultural heritage.
But, even if such reasons are very substantial, are they sufficiently substantial
to make it the case that the propositions expressed by (5)-(7) would no longer
be properly basic in conditions of the sort described by Plantinga in which, we
are supposing, they could have been properly basic but for the presence of such
substantial reasons? On reflection, I am convinced that such reasons are, taken
collectively, sufficiently substantial, though I confess with regret that I cannot
at present back up my intuitive conviction with solid arguments. But I conjecture
that many, perhaps most, intellectually sophisticated adults in our culture will
share my intuitive conviction on this point. And so I conclude that many, perhaps
most, intellectually sophisticated adult theists in our culture are seldom, if ever,
in conditions which are right for propositions like those expressed by (5)-(7) to
be properly basic for them.
It does not follow from this conclusion that intellectually sophisticated adult
theists in our culture cannot be justified in believing propositions like those
expressed by (5)-(7). For all that I have said, some such propositions are such
that, for every single one of their potential defeaters which is such that there is
some very substantial reason to think it is true, there is an even better reason to
think it is false. And so, for all I know, some intellectually sophisticated adult
theists in our culture could be, or perhaps even are, in the fortunate position,
with respect to some such propositions and their potential defeaters, of having,
for each potential defeater which some epistemically non-negligent, intellectually
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sophisticated adult in our culture has a very substantial reason to think is true,
an even better reason to think it is false. But if there are such fortunate theists
in our culture, they are people who have already accomplished at least one of
the main tasks traditionally assigned to natural theology. Although they may
know of no proof of the existence of God, they possess reasons good enough
to defend some proposition which self-evidently entails the existence of God
against all of its potential defeaters which epistemically non-negligent, intellectually sophisticated adults in our culture have very substantial reasons to believe.
I tend to doubt that many intellectually sophisticated adult theists in our culture
are in this fortunate position for any appreciable portion of their lives.
But suppose someone were in this fortunate position. Such a person would
have reasons good enough to defend theistic belief against all of its potential
defeaters which epistemically non-negligent, intellectually sophisticated adults
in our culture have very substantial reasons to believe, and such reasons would
be parts of such a person's total case for the rationality of theistic belief. But
would such a person's theistic belief have to be based on such reasons? That
depends, of course, on exactly what is involved in basing one belief on others
Planting a is prudently reticent about ~escribing the basing relation; he says only
that, "although this relation isn't easy to characterize in a revealing and non-trivial
fashion, it is nonetheless familiar."? On the basis of the examples Plantinga
gives, I once conjectured in discussion that he thinks the relation is characterized
by something like the following principle:
(13) For any person S and distinct propositions p and q, S believes q
on the basis of p only if S entertains p, S accepts p, S infers q from p,
and S accepts q. 8
If Plantinga does have in mind some such narrow conception of the basing

relation, then our hypothetical fortunate person's theistic belief clearly need not
be based on all the reasons, including defenses against potential defeaters which
have very substantial support, in the person's total case for the rationality of
theistic belief. After all, some such defenses may consist only of considerations
which show that certain atheological arguments are unsound or otherwise defective, and our fortunate person's belief need not be based, in this narrow sense,
on such considerations. Indeed, for all I know, it is possible that all our fortunate
person's successful defenses against potential defeaters which have substantial
support are of this sort. Hence, for all I know, our fortunate person could have
a successful total case for the rationality of theistic belief made up entirely of
reasons such that belief in some proposition which self-evidently entails the
existence of God needs none of them for a basis. Thus, for all I know, on this
narrow conception of the basing relation, our fortunate person's theistic belief
might be properly basic in the right conditions.
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If I were to endorse some such narrow conception of the basing relation, I

would have to revise my earlier proposal about when it is plausible to suppose
conditions are right for propositions to be properly basic for me. I am inclined
to believe that the appropriate thing to say, in light of the line of reasoning
developed in the previous paragraph, is that it seems plausible to suppose that
conditions are right for propositions like those expressed by (5)-(7) to be, in the
narrow sense, properly basic for me only if (i) either I have no sufficiently
substantial reason to think that any of their potential defeaters is true, or I do
have some such reasons but, for each such reason I have, I have an even better
reason for thinking the potential defeater in question is false, and (ii), in either
case, my situation involves no epistemic negligence on my part. I could then
put the point I am intent on pressing by saying that, depending on which of the
two disjuncts in the first clause of this principle one imagines me satisfying, I
would have to be non-negligently either rather naive and innocent or quite
fortunate and sophisticated in order for conditions to be right for propositions
like those expressed by (5)-(7) to be, in the narrow sense, properly basic for
me. When I examine my epistemic predicament, I find myself forced to conclude
that I am in neither of those extreme situations. Since I have very substantial
reasons for thinking the proposition expressed by (12) is true, innocence has
been lost. But, because I have not yet done enough to defend theistic belief
against potential defeaters which have substantial support, I have not reached
the position of our hypothetical fortunate person. Innocence has not, so to speak,
been regained. Hence, conditions are not now right for propositions like those
expressed by (5)-(7) to be, in the narrow sense, properly basic for me. My
conjecture is that many, perhaps most, intellectually sophisticated persons in our
culture are in an epistemic predicament similar to mine in this respect for most
of their adult lives.
There is, of course, nothing wrong with construing the basing relation in some
such narrow fashion provided one is tolerably clear about what one is doing.
Surely there is such a relation, and Plantinga is free to use it in his theories if
he wishes. But I think it may be more perspicuous, or at least equally illuminating,
to look at matters in a slightly different way. Consider again our hypothetical
fortunate person who has reasons good enough to defend theistic belief against
all of its potential defeaters which epistemically non-negligent, intellectually
sophisticated adults in our culture have very substantial reasons to believe. I
would say that, for such a person, theistic belief would be based, in a broad
sense, on all the reasons which are parts of the person's total case for the
rationality of theistic belief. In employing this broad conception of the basing
relation, I am aiming to draw attention to the fact that, if the person did not
have all those reasons and were like many, perhaps most, intellectually sophisticated adults in our culture, theistic belief would not be rational for the person,
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or at least its rationality would be diminished to an appreciable extent if some
of those reasons were absent. On this broad conception of the basing relation,
I would not need to revise the principle concerning the right conditions for certain
propositions to be, in the broad sense, properly basic for me, to which I had
ascribed initial plausibility, in order to accommodate the hypothetical fortunate
person, for the fortunate person's theistic belief would be, in the broad sense,
properly based on all the reasons which comprise his or her total case for the
rationality of theistic belief. Reasons which are, in the broad sense, part of a
basis for theistic belief need not be related to a proposition which self-evidently
entails the existence of God in the same way that the premisses of an inference
are related to its conclusion. They may instead provide part of a basis for theistic
belief roughly in the same way a physicist's demonstration that the so-called
"clock paradox" does not reveal an inconsistency in Special Relativity provides
part of a basis for Special Relativity. Or, to cite what may be a more helpful
analogy in the present context, they may provide part of a basis for theistic belief
in much the same way Richard Swinburne's argument in The Coherence of
Theism that the claim that God exists is not demonstrably incoherent provides
part of the basis for Swinburne's claim in The Existence of God that God's
existence is more probable than not. 9 And if I am right about the epistemic
predicament of many, perhaps most, intellectually sophisticated adult theists in
our culture, for them theistic belief stands in need of at least some basis of this
kind if it is to be rational. This may, in the end, be a point on which Plantinga
and I have a disagreement which is not merely verbal. I would insist, and
Plantinga, for all I know, might not, that many, perhaps most, intellectually
sophisticated adult theists in our culture must, if their belief in God is to be
rational, have a total case for the rationality of theistic belief which includes
defenses against defeaters which have very substantial support.
Conclusion
If theistic belief can be prima facie justified by experience at all, then there
may be less difference between Plantinga and his opponents than one might at
first have thought. 10 Plantinga locates a proper doxastic foundation for theistic
belief at the level of propositions like that expressed by (5); a modem foundationalist would wish to claim that there is a subbasement in the truly proper
doxastic structure at the level of propositions like that expressed by (10).
Plantinga's view has the advantage of psychological realism. I doubt that most
theists generate their doxastic structures by first entertaining and accepting propositions like that expressed by (10) and then inferring from them, together perhaps
with some epistemic principles, propositions like that expressed by (5). Nonetheless, I think there is something to be said on behalf of what I take to be an
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important insight captured by the modem foundationalist's position, though
perhaps not perfectly articulated there. Although it may be a mistake to suppose
that a phenomenological belief like the one expressed by (10) must always
mediate between experience and a belief like the one expressed by (5) in a
properly constructed structure of prima facie justification for a belief like the
one expressed by (5), experience of the sort that could serve to ground a belief
like the one expressed by (5) is itself so thoroughly shaped and penetrated by
conceptual elements that, if it grounds a belief like the one expressed by (5)
directly, then that belief is based on a cognitive state of the believer, even if
that state is not an explicit belief with a phenomenological proposition for its
object. Perhaps it is at the level of such cognitive states that we may hope to
discover the real evidential foundations in experience for theistic belief. II
Brown University
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